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Banking Automation B U L L E T I N

Exploiting the power
of ATM monitoring
software
In this column last month I commented how the
number of ATMs in Europe is relatively flat – or to
put it another way, how many banks in Europe are no longer investing in expanding
their ATM estates. If this sounds negative, it shouldn’t, because it has actually
created an environment where banks are focusing much more on exactly what
solutions they are deploying – in terms of both hardware and software. The latter
in particular is significant, as many of the advances in ATM technology in recent
times have been on the software side.
RBR’s research has expanded to cover an increasing number of different types
of ATM software – the most recent additions being status management and
monitoring, remote software distribution, customer relationship management,
cash forecasting, and security software. All of these areas are becoming increasingly
important for banks, either as a way of increasing efficiency or improving customer
service. RBR’s research shows that despite recent growth, there remains huge
potential for such software, which is underexploited in most markets.
ATM software is a much more fragmented sector than hardware, with ATM
manufacturers and specialist software providers competing not just with each other,
but also against proprietary in-house solutions and, in some cases, the option to do
nothing. For example, RBR’s research found 55 different status management and
monitoring solutions in use in the 20 European countries surveyed.
Vincenzo Fiore, CEO of specialist ATM software company Auriga, makes an
excellent case for the unexploited power of ATM monitoring software in his
perspective later on in this issue of the Bulletin. Mr Fiore argues that the benefits
of ATM monitoring are not just at the physical device level – although even here,
with developments such as predictive maintenance, auto-recovery and remote
repair, the opportunities are substantial – but also at the transaction level. Better
understanding of how customers use self-service devices (and other channels) and
interact and respond to different bank actions, offers huge potential to improve
customer service and increase revenues.
This focus on growing revenues and not just cutting costs is critical, as there is a real
danger in more mature markets that excessive focus on efficiency at the expense of
revenues simply leaves the door open for new entrants to come in and cherry pick
banks’ most profitable activities.
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Regular topics include:
• ATM hardware and software
• Branch transformation
• Biometrics
• Cash usage and handling
• Contactless payments
• Deposit and recycling
• EMV and smart cards
• EFTPOS
• Interchange fees
• ISO/IAD activity
• Merchant acquiring
• Mobile payments/banking
• Outsourcing
• P2P payments
• Payment and loyalty cards
• Payment systems
• Prepaid cards
• Regulatory changes
• Security and fraud
• Teller automation
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